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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a topological space and Y a nonempty subspace of X. The semi- 
group, under composition, of all continuous selfmaps of X which also carry 
Y unto Y is denoted by S(X, Y) and is referred to as a restrictive s migroup 
of continuous functions. Such semigroups have been previously studied 
[5, 8, 91 and restrictive semigroups of closed functions have been studied 
in [7]. In the event Y = X, we will use the slightly simpler notation S(X) 
in place of S(X, X). As the title of this paper indicates, we examine semi- 
groups which are homomorphic images of restrictive s migroups of continu- 
ous functions. For example, suppose (X, Y) is a permissible pair (Definition 
(2.1)) and T is a homomorphic image of S(X, Y). We show that if T has no 
zero element, then S(Y) is a homomorphic image of T if and only if Y is 
S-embedded in X (Definition (2.4)). For somewhat more restricted T, the 
semigroup S(Y) is isomorphic to T if and only if Y is S-embedded in X. We 
also show that for a fairly large number of spaces X, any semigroup T which 
has no zero element and is a homomorphic image of S(X) must, in fact, be 
isomorphic to S(X). 
2. RESULTS AND PROOFS 
We first recall some definitions from [8] (See also [9]). 
DEFINITION (2.1). A permissible pair is a Tl space X together with a 
subspace Y such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(2.1.1) For every closed subset F of X and every point p E X - F, there 
exists a point 4 E Y and a function f E S(X, Y) such that f(x) = Q for N E F 
and f@) f Q. 
(2.1.2) For every quadruple p, Q, Y, s, of points of Y with p # Q, there 




It follows easily from condition (2.1.1) that if (X, Y) is a permissible pair, 
then {f-Q) : f E S(X, Y), y E Y) is a basis for the closed subsets of X. The 
following results, whose proofs we omit, are stated (and proved) in [8] as 
Propositions (2.6) and (2.8) respectively. 
PROPOSITION (2.2). If X is a completely regular Hausdorfl space and Y is 
any arcwise connected subspace containing more than one point, then (X, Y) is a 
permissible pair. 
PROPOSITION (2.3). Let X be a O-dimensional Hausdorff space ana’ let Y 
be any subspace with more than one point. Then (X, Y) is a permissiqle pair. 
From this point on, it will be assumed that (X, Y) is a permissible pair. 
DEFINITION (2.4). A subspace Y of X is said to be S-embedded in X 
if every continuous selfmap of Y can be extended to a continuous selfmap 
of X. 
One easily verifies that every completely regular Hausdorff space is 
S-embedded in its Stone-Cech compactification and likewise that every 
retract of a Hausdorff space is S-embedded in that space. Dugundji’s Extension 
Theorem ([2], p. 357, Theorem (4.1)) provides still other examples of S-em- 
bedded subsets. It follows easily from this Theorem that if X is any convex 
subset of a normed linear space, then any closed (in the topological sense) 
subset of X is S-embedded in X. 
Before proving the first of our two main results, we need to recall the defini- 
tion of an S*-space [6]. 
DEFINITION (2.5). A topological space X is an S*-space if it is T1 and 
for every closed subset F of X and every point p E X -F, there exists a 
point q E X and a continuous selfmap f of X such that f(x) = q for each 
x EF andf (p) # 4. 
THEOREM (2.6). Let T be a homomorphic image of S(X, Y) which has no 
zero element. Then S(Y) is a homomorphic image of T if and only if Y is S-em- 
bedded in X. 
Proof (Sufficiency). Denote the ideal of left zeros of T by 2. For each 
t E T and u E Z, let 
H(t, u) = {z E 2 : tx = u}. 
We topologize 2 by taking {H(t, U) : t E T, u E Z} together with Z itself as a 
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subbasis for the closed subsets of Z. Let s E T be given and define a function 
fs mapping 2 into Z by 
fs(v) = s-z for each v E z. 
Since f ;l[H(t, u)] = H(ts, u), it follows that fs is continuous, i.e., fs E S(Z). 
Furthermore, since fst = fs 0 ft for all s, t E T, it follows that the mapping 5 
from T into S(Z) defined by c(t) = ft for each t E T is a homomorphism. 
Now let # denote the homomorphism from S(X, Y) onto T and define a 
homomorphism from S(X, E’) into S(Z) by p = 5 0 4. For each point 
y E Y, we denote the constant function which maps all of X into y by (y;. 
Then {(y) : y E Y} is the ideal of left zeros of S(X, Y) and {(zj : z E Zj 
is the ideal of left zeros of S(Z). Consequently, for any y E Y, v(y) = (z> 
for some z E Z. We define a mapping h from Y into Z by h(y) := z and we 
note that 
V(Y) = @(YD* (2.6.1) 
Let z be any point of Z. Since fz = (a) and z belongs to the image of S(X, Y) 
under I,$ it follows that cp(f) = (zj for some f E S(X, Y). Then for any 
N E Y, we have 
df (x)> = df o h>) = v(f) D $44 = <z> ’ dx> = (2). 
Thus, v(y) = (z) for at least one y E Y. Chose one such y and define 
R(z) = y. Then k is a mapping from Z into I’ with the property that 
d&D = <z>- (2.6.2) 
Let any f E S(X, Y) and any point z E Z be given. Then using (2.6.1) and 
(2.6.2), we get 
(A of 0 4 (4 = Mf VW) 44 = df V44)) (4 = d f 0 W4)) (4 
= (v(f) 0dQ4)) (4 = (v(f) 0+>I (4 = df > (4. 
Consequently, 
P(f) = h”fok (2.6.3) 
for each f E S(X, Y). 
Let ix denote the identity mapping on X and iz the identity mapping on Z. 
Then ix is the identity of the semigroup S(X, Y) and it follows that #ix) = e 
is the identity of T. For any z E Z, c(e) (z) = ez = a, i.e., c(e) = iz , the 




Next, we want to show that 2 contains more than one element. 2 must 
contain at least one element since the image, under IJ, of any left zero of 
S(X, Y) is a left zero of T. Suppose, however, that Z contains only one ele- 
ment, i.e., #(y) = w for each y E Y and some w E T. Then for any t E T, 
we have #(f) = t for somef E S(X, Y) and it follows that 
tw = df) 4(Y) = 54fo (Y)) = Yxf(Y)> = w* 
This, together with the fact that wt = w, implies that w is a zero element. 
This is a contradiction and we must conclude that Z contains more than 
one element and, consequently, S’(Z) contains more than one constant func- 
tion. As we observed previously, each constant function is the image under 9 
of some function in S(X, Y). Therefore, the image of S(X, Y) under v 
consists of more than one element. This implies that there exist points 4 and r 
in Y such that 
w f &)* (2.6.5) 
For suppose no such points exist. Then there exists a point z E Z such that 
h(y) = z for each y E Y and it follows from (2.6.3) that v(f) = (z) for 
eachf E S(X, Y). This contradicts the fact that the image of S(X, Y) contains 
more than one element. 
Now suppose k 0 Ir # i, (the restriction f ix to Y). Then (k 0 k) (p) # p 
for some p E Y and for any z E Z, we have 
(k 0 h 0 (P> 0 k) (4 f P- 
Since (X, Y) is a permissible pair, there exists a functionf in S(X, Y) such 
that 
f((k 0 h 0 <P) 0 4 (4) = Q and f(p) = Y. 
(h of0 k 0 h 0 <P> 0 k) (4 = k(q) f k(r) = (k of) (P) 
= (A of0 <P> 0 4 (z)- 
(2.6.6) 
However, from (2.6.3), we have 
h Of 0 k 0 k(p) 0 k = df 10 V(P) 
and 
(2.6.7) 
h of 0 (P) 0 k = df 0 <P>). (2.6.8) 
Statements (2.6.6), (2.6.7) and (2.6.8) together imply that 
9J(f)"dP) #dfo (P>) 
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which is a contradiction. This resulted from the assumption that k 0 h f ii 
so we must conclude that 
kOh =iy. (2.6.9) 
It follows from (2.6.4) and (2.6.9) that h is a bijection from Y onto 2 and 
k = h-l. Consequently, in place of (2.6.3), we may write 
for each f E S(X, Y). 
q(f) = h @fO h-1 (2.6.10) 
Let any t E T and u E 2 be given and choose any f E S(X, Y) such that 
#(f) = t. Then the following statements are successively equivalent for any 
point y E Y: 
y E wfqt, 41, WY) = u, #(f) NY) = uv 
M#(f NJ (h(Y)) = u, v(f) o MY)) = (u>v 
v,(f)"dY) = (ui, df (YD = <u:,, Mf (Y))) = <U>! 
and 
Therefore, 
4f (Y)) = 217 y E Y n f -l(h-l(u)). 
h-l[H(t, u)] = Y n f -l(W(u)). (2.6.11) 
In a similar manner, one shows that for any y E Y and f E S(X, Y), 
w nf -l(r)1 = W#(f )I h(Y))* (2.6.12) 
Since {H(t, u) : t E T, J E Z} is a subbasis for the closed subsets of 2 and 
if -l(y) :f E w5 Y),Y E y> is a subbasis for the closed subsets of X, 
(2.6.11) and (2.6.12) imply that h is a homeomorphism from Y onto Z. Now 
let g be any function in S(Z). Then h-l 0 g 0 h belongs to S(Y) and since Y 
is S-embedded in X, it follows that there exists a function f in S(X, Y) whose 
restriction toY is the function h-r 0 g 0 h. It follows that v(f) = h 0 f 0 h-l = g, 
i.e., ‘p is an epimorphism from S(X, Y) onto S(Z). This implies that 5 must 
be an epimorphism from T onto S(Z). Finally, since Z is homeomorphic 
to Y, S(Z) is isomorphic to S(Y) and it follows that S(Y) is a homomorphic 
image of T. This completes the sufficiency portion of the proof. 
(Necessity). Now suppose S(Y) is a homomorphic image of T. Then 
S(Y) is also a homomorphic image of S(X, Y). It follows from condition 
(2.1.1) that Y is an S*-space. The necessity portion of the proof now follows 
from these observations and Theorem (4.1) of [S] which states that if (X, Y) 
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is a permissible pair and 2 is an S*-space, then S(Z) is a homomorphic image 
of S(X, Y) if and only if Z consists of one point or Z is homeomorphic to Y 
and Y is S-embedded in X. 
Before stating the second of our two main results, it will be convenient to 
have a definition. 
DEFINITION (2.7). A semigroup T is called an Csemigroup if it contains 
more than one element, and for every pair s, t of distinct elements of T, 
sz # tz for some left zero z of T. 
THEOREM (2.8). Let T be an Csemigroup which is a homomorphic image of 
S(X, Y). Then T is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of S(Y). Furthermore, T is 
isomorphic to S(Y) if and only if Y is S-embedded in X. 
Proof. By definition, T has at least wo distinct elements s and t and a left 
zero z such that sz # tz. Thus, sz and tz are distinct left zeros and it follows 
that T can have no zero element. Therefore, the sufficiency portion of the 
previous proof carries over without change. Since Z is homeomorphic to Y, 
S(Z) is isomorphic to S(Y). Consequently, to show that T is isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of S(Y), it is sufficient to show that the homeomorphism 5 
from T into S(Z) (defined in the previous proof) is injective. With this in 
mind, suppose s, t E T and s f t. Then since T is an Lsemigroup, sz f’tz 
for some z E Z. Thus (c(s)) (z) # (t(t)) (z) which implies that t(s) f t(t). 
Furthermore, we observed in the previous proof that if Y is S-embedded in X, 
then 5 maps T onto S(Z). Thus 5 is an isomorphism from T onto S(Z) in this 
case and it follows that T is isomorphic to S(Y). 
‘Finally, it follows immediately from Theorem (2.6) that Y is S-embedded 
in X if T is isomorphic to S(Y). 
As we previously observed, (the remarks following Definition (2.4)), it 
follows easily from Dugundji’s Extension Theorem that if X is any convex 
subset of a normed linear space, then any closed (in the topological sense) 
subset of X is S-embedded in X. This fact, together with Theorems (2.6) and 
(2.8) immediately results in 
COROLLARY (2.9). Let X be a convex subset of a normed linear space, let Y 
be a closed subset of X and let T be a homomorphic image of S(X, Y). Then 
S(Y) is a homomorphic image of T if T has no zero element and S(Y) is isomor- 
phic to T if T is an kzmigroup. 
A space was defined in [4] to be a V-space if for all quadruples of points 
p, 4, I, s of X with p # 4, there exists a function f in S(X) such thatf(p) = T 
and f (q) = s. A space which is both a V-space and an S*-space is referred 
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to as a VS*-space. It was observed in [4] that the class of C’S*-spaces includes 
all completely regular Hausdorff arcwise connected spaces as well as all 
O-dimensional Hausdorff spaces. 
COROLLARY (2.10). Suppose X is a VS*-space with more than one point and 
T is a homomorphic image of S(X). Then T is isomorphic to S(X) if and onI+ if T 
does not contain a zero element. 
Proof. It is immediate that if X contains more than one point and T is 
isomorphic to S(X), then T contains more than one left zero and hence does 
not have a zero element. 
On the other hand, suppose T does not have a zero element and let 5 be a 
homomorphism from S(X) onto T. It is immediate that for any VS*-space X, 
(X, X) is a permissible pair and since X is trivially S-embedded in X, it 
follows from Theorem (2.6) that there exists a homomorphism 9 from T onto 
S(X). Thus v = # 0 5 is an epimorphism from S(X) onto itself. It follows 
from Corollary 4.2, p. 523 of [4] that ‘p is an automorphism. Thus 5 must be 
an isomorphism. 
3. SOME ExhwLEs AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let Z denote the closed unit interval. It follows from Corollary (2.10) that 
the only homomorphic image of S(Z) which does not contain a zero is (up to 
isomorphism) S(Z) itself. To obtain examples of homomorphic images which 
do contain a zero, we need only take any ideal and then take the Rees factor 
semigroup ([l], p. 17). For example, let 2 denote the ideal of left zeros of 
S(Z). Then the Rees factor semigroups S(Z)/2 is a homomorphic image of 
S(Z) which contains a zero. 
If T is any semigroup with identity then the union of any nonempty col- 
lection of proper ideals of T is again a proper ideal of T. Consequently, if T 
has proper ideals, then the union of the collection of all such ideals is the 
largest proper ideal of T. This union may be all of T if T does not have an 
identity. For example, let T denote the integers and define ab = min(a, 6) 
for all a, b E T. Then for each a E T, A, = {b E T : b < a} is a proper ideal 
of T which contains a. It follows that the union of all proper ideals of T is T 
itself. 
The largest proper ideal A of S(Z) can be described very easily. A consists 
of all those functions in S(Z) which are not injective on any nondegenerate 
subinterval. It is a routine matter to show that rZ is an ideal. In order to 
show that ,4 is the largest proper ideal of S(Z), it is sufficient toshow that the 
ideal generated by each f in S(Z) - A is all of S(Z). If f E S(Z) - a4, then f 
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is injective on some nondegenerate subinterval [a, b] of I. Thus f maps [a, b] 
homeomorphically onto some subinterval [c, d] of I. Define two functions g 
and h by 
g(x) = 0 for 0 < x < c, 
and 
g(x) = 1 for d<x<l, 
h(x) = (b - a) x + a for O<x<l. 
Then bothg and h belong to S(Z) and g of 0 h is a homeomorphism from Z onto 
I, i.e., g 0 f 0 h is a unit of the semigroup S(Z). It follows that f generates all 
of S(Z). 
The ideal A contains all constant functions, but it also contains many 
functions in addition to these. Any function which belongs to S(Z) - A 
must be differentiable on a set of positive measure. To see this, we note that 
any such function is injective on some nondegenerate subinterval [a, b] of I. 
But a function which is both continuous and one-to-one on [u, 61 must be 
monotonic there and hence must be differentiable almost everywhere on [a, b]. 
It follows from this that every function in S(Z) which is nowhere differentiable 
belongs to A. 
The Rees factor semigroup S(Z)/A is another example of a homomorphic 
image of S(Z) which has a zero. The semigroups S(Z)/A and S(Z)/2 are not 
isomorphic since S(Z)/2 has a proper nonzero ideal while S(Z)/A does not. 
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